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By MARCUS CONSTANTINO
THE PARTHENONDead Week, the one-week pe-
riod before final exams start, began 
Wednesday. Unless you had it marked 
in your calendar, chances are you did 
not even notice.
“(Dead Week) didn’t have much im-
pact at the beginning, and it doesn’t 
have much impact now, in my opin-
ion,” Steve Hensley, dean of academic 
affairs, said. “That’s what I hear from 
the students. For students, it’s sort of 
business as usual during Dead Week.”
According to the Marshall University 
Undergraduate Catalog, Dead Week is 
designated as the last five class days of 
the fall and spring semesters. During 
Dead Week, instructors cannot give 
exams that are worth 15 percent or 
more of the total course grade.
Instructors, however, are still al-
lowed to assign new material, and can 
have due dates for major projects or 
papers during Dead Week as long as 
the date is listed in the course syllabus 
at the beginning of the semester.
There are some other exceptions to 
the Dead Week rules. Night classes, lab 
classes, freshman English composition 
courses and any classes meeting once 
a week are exempt from Dead Week. 
Dead Week is not applicable to Inter-
session or Summer Session courses.
Corley Dennison, Associate Vice 
President of Academic Affairs, said 
many students’ frustrations with Dead 
Week come about because they do not 
understand what Dead Week is and 
how it works.
“Dead Week was created, in essence, 
to allow students time to finish their as-
signments,” Dennison said. “Dead Week 
does not mean a professor cannot have 
assignments during Dead Week; it 
means all large assignments – like pa-
pers, research projects, speeches, those 
kinds of things – are supposed to be 
listed in the syllabus so the students 
knows it’s coming. The idea is that dur-
ing dead week, a professor won’t drop 
a large paper or a big test or something 
like that right at the end of the semes-
ter without fair warning.”
Hensley said instructors often make 
assigments due during Dead Week as 
a final opportunity to cover material to 
better prepare students for final exams 
—not out of an “act of evil.”
“I think the concept of Dead Week 
where you have a break in new ma-
terial and you hope to consolidate 
all that and prepare for final exams… 
that’s the ideal world,” Hensley said. 
“The real world is something different. 
The truth is you’re trying to catch up.”
Dennison said Dead Week has been 
implemented at Marshall University for 
Dead Week: ‘Business as usual’
See DEAD WEEK | Page  5
By SEAN DELANCEY
THE PARTHENON
Ray Harrell Jr. will keep 
his office of Marshall Univer-
sity Student Body President 
while interning at the state 
legislature.
Harrell will be taking part 
in the Judith A. Herndon Fel-
lowship, where he will join 10 
other students working along 
legislators as they draft le-
gistlation durng their 60-day 
session.
Harrell said most of his job 
involved communications 
through phone and e-mail, 
which he would still be able 
to do while interning with the 
legislature.
“I don’t feel that this will in-
hibit my ability to do my job 
as president,” Harrell said. “If 
I don’t feel like I can do either 
one well, I will re-evaluate the 
situation and makes cuts as 
necessary.”
Harrell said the only tangible 
difference is his staff will have 
to attend more meetings in his 
absence and report the infor-
mation back to him.
EJ Hassan, president pro-
tempore of the senate, said 
Harrell’s internship wouldn’t 
interfere with the continued 
success of the Student Govern-
ment Association.
“My obligation is first and 
foremost to the senate,” Has-
san said. “Though, Ray knows 
that I’m always available to 
ensure the SGA operations run 
smoothly.”
Harrell said a new president 
would take office in April fol-
lowing student government 
elections in March. 
Sean DeLancey can be con-
tacted at delancey2@live.
marshall.edu.
Harrell to 
keep job  
during 
internship
By SARAH SMITH
THE PARTHENON
Two Marshall professors won best in show in the 
West Virginia Arts and Crafts Guild show at Parkers-
burg Art Center in November.
Frederick Bartolovic, assistant professor of art and ce-
ramics area coordinator, and Michelle Strader, part time 
Marshall art professor and art teacher at the Huntington 
Museum of Art, collaborated on the winning work.
The work, titled “Coalescence,” is made with ce-
ramic and coal.
“It also excites me to know that our work, which 
doesn't attempt in any way to take a political stance 
on the controversial subject of coal, ended up win-
ning,” Bartolovic said. “Inevitably, using coal as 
a medium in one's work is a bit loaded, and I am 
happy to see that the West Virginia Arts and Crafts 
Guild were open to our artistic representation of this 
beautiful natural resource.”
Bartolovic said winning this show was a type of 
welcoming to West Virginia.
“I was quite surprised and honored when we won 
the award,” Bartolovic said.  “We both only recently 
moved here to West Virginia, and I feel in many ways 
this is an expression of West Virginia welcoming my-
self and my profession, or my artwork to the state.”
MU art professors 
win best in show
See SHOW | Page  5
By AMINA KHAN 
and ROSIE MESTEL
LOS ANGELES TIMES (MCT)LOS ANGELES — Years of try-ing to do too many things with too little money have put NASA at risk of ceding its leadership in space exploration to other na-tions, according to a new report that calls on the space agency to make some wrenching de-cisions about its long-term strategy and future scope.At a time when other countries — including some potential ad-versaries — are investing heavily in space, federal funding for 
NASA is essentially flat and is un-der constant threat of being cut. 
Without a clear vision, that fiscal uncertainty makes it all the more 
difficult for the agency to make progress on ambitious goals such as sending astronauts to an asteroid or Mars while executing big-ticket science missions, such as the $8.8 billion James Webb Space Telescope, says the analy-sis released Wednesday by the National Research Council.“These problems are not pri-marily of NASA’s doing, but the agency could craft a better re-sponse to the uncertainty,” wrote the report’s authors, a group of 12 independent experts led by Albert Carnesale, former chancellor at the University of California, Los Angeles. “If the United States is to continue to maintain international leadership in space, it must have 
a steady, bold, scientifically justifi-able space program in which other countries want to participate, and, moreover, it must behave as a re-liable partner. Despite decades of U.S. leadership and technical accomplishment, many of these elements are missing today.”The report, commissioned by NASA at the behest of Con-gress, said the agency lacked a 
long-range agenda that enjoyed widespread support from govern-ment and the public. The authors also made plain that many of the problems boil down to money.“NASA cannot execute a ro-bust, balanced aeronautics and space program given the current budget constraints,” the report 
warns. “There is a significant mismatch between the programs to which NASA is committed and the budgets that have been provided or anticipated. ... This mismatch needs to be addressed 
if NASA is to efficiently and effec-tively develop enduring strategic directions of any sort.”
Report says 
NASA on verge 
of losing edge
See NASA | Page  5
SUBMITTED PHOTOS
TOP: Coalescence I, Ceramic Stoneware
BOTTOM: Coalescence II, Ceramic Stoneware
By ASHLEY KILLINGSWORTH
THE PARTHENONThe Marshall University American Medical As-sociation chapter hosted specialty speed dating Thursday to give current medical students the op-
portunity to meet physicians in specialty fields.John Davitt, chair of Marshall University’s 
American Medical Association chapter, said the event was created to give Marshall medical students 
an idea of what it is like to be in a specialty field. 
“Basically, the event is just for medical stu-dents to meet physicians from various specialties and kind of get an idea of what it really involves being in a specialty,” Davitt said. 
The event featured five 15-minute rounds of net-
working with professionals about their specialty field.
Nafeeza Hussain, first year Marshall medical student, said she participated in the event to 
gain information on specialty fields medical stu-dents do not have the answers to.
AMA hosted speed-networking event for medical students
Medical students and professionals participate in a 
“speed dating” networking opportunity sponsored 
by the Marshall chapter of the American Medical 
Association in the Don Morris room of the Memorial 
Student Center on Thursday.
MARCUS CONSTANTINO | THE PARTHENON See EVENT | Page  5
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POLICE BLOTTER   The following was compiled from Marshall    University Police Department reports. 
By BISHOP NASH
THE PARTHENON
ONGOING DOMESTIC VIOLENCE RESOLVEDOn the morning of Friday, Nov. 30, Marshall police spoke with the victim of an ongoing domestic battery case who claimed she was also being stalked. The victim claimed that her ex-boyfriend had recently become overly-demanding and aggressive, leading to her leaving the relationship. The suspect began stalking to victim and a domestic violence pe-
tition was filed with MUPD. The suspect has been arrested and the case is currently under investigation.
CAR THEFT IN SIXTH AVENUE LOTMUPD received a complaint Friday, Nov. 30 of a full-size spare tire stolen from the student lot in the 1800 block of Sixth Avenue. The incident occurred between Wednesday and Friday afternoon. Police are currently reviewing surveil-lance video and the case remains open.
By ERIKA RITTENHOUSE
THE PARTHENONThe Huntington Area 
Food Bank is a non-profit organization that works in correlation with the Feeding America. Feeding America is the largest hunger relief agency in the country. The HAFB’s mission is to help feed hungry people by dis-tributing nutrients, food and grocery product through the agencies network. The HAFB envisions a future where no person in the service area goes hungry.   “With the holidays coming up we’ve had so many people and organizations express interest in donating food or helping out in our ware-house,” Katie Quinonez, HAFB interim assistant director of development, said. “Yester-day we had a woman come in 
and donate $1,000 what she would have normally spent for Christmas presents on her children. She said since her children have grown and are out of the house, she wanted to do something useful with the money. We really appre-ciate the support from the community during the Holi-day season. “The HAFB provides food to pantries, shelters, soup ketches, senior citizen and youth programs. Members that are a part of these different agencies receive food for free or pay sheltered maintenance fee of 19 cents per pound and 
must be a private non-profit organization. There are over 100 volun-teers that help keep the HAFB running. Approximately one million volunteers nationwide come out to food banks all over 
the country to help sort prod-ucts, pack grocery bags and staff special events. “I’ve only been volunteering at the food bank for a couple weeks now,” Abigail Willis HAFB volunteer and Marshall Univer-sity student, said. “I really enjoy volunteering a lot because of the energy in the atmosphere. I can just tell that everyone who works or volunteers at the bank wakes up and is ready to go. They are passionate about 
helping people in the Hun-tington area and I think that’s amazing.” HAFB helps to feed over 96,000 people each month. These people are families that struggle to meet basic needs due to loss of employment or the downfall of the economy. The HAFB provides food for more than 260 agencies and 17 counties of West Virginia, Ken-tucky and Ohio. Cash and small donations are accepted by the HAFB as well. For every dollar donated to the HAFB 7 pounds of food is distributed. Food donations come from local, regional and national resources. As the holidays approach, the HAFB prepares for its busiest season of the year. 
Erika Rittenhouse can be 
contacted at rittenhouse4@
marshall.edu.
Huntington Area Food Bank 
prepares for Holiday season
PHOTOS COURTESY OF MCT DIRECT
TOP: Couple Sarah, left, and Melissa Adams show off the first same-sex 
marriage license approved at the Whatcom County Auditor’s Office at the 
Whatcom County Courthouse in Bellingham, Washington, Thursday, on 
the first day that the state’s law legalizing gay marriage went into effect.
RIGHT: Diana Wickman, left, and J.P. Persall, of Sequim, celebrate after 
receiving their marriage license during ceremonies at the Thurston 
County Courthouse shortly after midnight on Thursday.
By BRIAN M. ROSENTHAL 
and ALEXA VAUGHN
THE SEATTLE TIMES (MCT)SEATTLE — Hundreds of King County residents made history early Thursday by getting some of Washington state’s 
first-ever marriage licenses for same-sex couples.Lined around the county’s downtown Seattle administration building, snaked 
through a winding queue and, finally, crammed into a processing room, the cou-ples cried, shared love stories and passed 
around flowers.Just after midnight, they rejoiced.
“I am so glad this night has finally ar-rived,” County Executive Dow Constantine 
said of Washington’s official recognition of same-sex marriages. “This has been a long struggle nationally and in our state.”Constantine, a longtime gay-marriage supporter, signed the first license at 12:01 a.m., when the voter-approved Referendum 74 formally took effect around the state. Recorder’s Office staff-ers planned to stay open throughout the night and until 6:30 p.m. Thursday to 
accommodate as many gay and lesbian couples as possible.More than 200 couples were in line to get licenses at midnight.
The first to actually receive them was a group of community leaders, includ-ing the acknowledged matriarchs of the movement in the state, West Seattle resi-dents Pete-e Petersen and Jane Abbott Lighty.
“It’s very humbling to be chosen first. We feel like we’re representing a lot of people in the state who have wanted this for a long time,” said Petersen, 85, who has been with Lighty for 35 years. “It’s hard to explain the thrill that we are re-ally going to get married.”Washington is now one of seven states that allow same-sex marriage. The Dis-trict of Columbia does, too, and Maine and Maryland will soon, after also ap-proving it last month.Same-sex couples here can’t legally ex-change vows until Sunday, because state law mandates a three-day waiting period after a marriage license is issued.But many of those who got the state’s 
first same-sex licenses Thursday said the wait will seem like nothing compared with the wait they have already endured.Garriel Keeble and Chris Grekoff said they agreed to marry 40 years ago, after meeting four years earlier.“I guess it was a long engagement,” Keeble said cheerily as she entered the gates outside of the administration building.“Things have really changed in the past 40 years,” the 62-year-old added.For Kelly Middleton and Amanda Dol-lente, the wait to marry has not been quite so long. The Auburn couple has been together for a year and a half, including eight months as domestic partners.On Wednesday, they were the first in line outside the administration building. It was 4 p.m., hours before they would get a marriage license.“We’ve been so anxious about this,” said Middleton, a 24-year-old aerospace quality inspector, bundled up in a hooded sweatshirt to fight the cold. “This day couldn’t have come soon enough for us.”
In Washington state, same-sex 
couples line up for marriage licenses
By CHRISTI PARSONS
and LISA MASCARO
TRIBUNE WASHINGTON 
BUREAU (MCT)WASHINGTON — Congress and the White House appear no closer to an agreement on the year-end budget crisis, al-though House Speaker John A. Boehner and President Barack Obama have opened lines of communication that could pro-duce a deal later this month.The president on Thursday enlisted a Virginia family to humanize his effort to pre-serve tax rates for low- and middle-income households while raising them on the wealthiest 2 percent of Americans. Republicans are 
fighting to keep the lower rates for everyone.The Santana-Massenburg family of Falls Church, Va., would be snared if Washing-
ton failed to find agreement. All lower tax rates are set to expire Dec. 31, resulting in a $2,200 tax increase for aver-age Americans.“They’re keeping it together, they’re working hard,” Obama said of the family. “For them to be burdened unnecessarily because Democrats and Repub-licans aren’t coming together to solve this problem gives you a sense of the costs involved in very personal terms.”The president sat around the family’s dining room table with Tiffany Santana, a high school English teacher, and her hus-band, Richard, who works at a Toyota dealership. They and their 6-year-old son share the spacious apartment with Tiffa-ny’s parents, Velma and Jimmie Massenburg, who work as a child-care provider and postal worker, respectively, to help pay the $2,000 monthly mortgage.Because the family has two sets of working adults as income earners, they can expect to lose about $4,400 next year if the tax 
cuts, first enacted in the George W. Bush administration, expire.Congress was wrapping up other business this week as negotiations produced little movement toward compro-
mise on the looming fiscal cliff of tax hikes and across-the-board spending cuts that lawmakers originally man-
dated as incentive to find a 
better way to trim the budget.“It’s primarily a Boehner-Obama negotiation, but that doesn’t appear to be going very well,” said Sen. John Cornyn, R-Texas. “My conclu-sion is, the president really does intend to take us off the 
fiscal cliff because he sees po-litical advantage in doing so.”The president and his Democratic allies in Congress maintain that wealthier Amer-icans should pay more, saying the country can no longer af-ford the estimated $900 billion cost of continuing the Bush-era tax rates for another decade.
Several influential Republi-cans have suggested the GOP should accept the president’s offer to extend the tax rates for most Americans while the broader budget battle continues. The Democratic-controlled Senate has already passed a bill that would extend 
the lower rates on the first $250,000 earned for families and $200,000 for individuals.Top Republicans are seek-ing steep cuts to Medicare, Medicaid and Social Security in exchange for producing some new tax revenue. And they are attempting to shift blame to Obama for steering the nation 
toward the fiscal cliff.Sen. Mitch McConnell of Kentucky, the Republican leader, sought to refocus at-tention on the nation’s $16 trillion debt load, a once-powerful “tea party” issue.Republicans intend to ex-tract additional spending cuts in exchange for the adminis-tration’s request to raise the nation’s debt limit to cover its obligations. But Obama has said he will not negotiate over the issue as he did in 2011 and expects lawmakers to ei-ther extend the government’s borrowing authority or give him the power to do so.Republican Rep. James Lank-ford, a conservative freshman from Oklahoma, noted that the spending cuts the GOP wants are to pay for last year’s in-crease in the debt ceiling.“We’re waiting for the White House at this point,” he said. “We have to have as much or more cutting as we raise the debt ceiling. They’ve got to get this resolved.”
Little movement is made 
on ‘fiscal cliff’ budget talks
MEN’S BASKETBALL STANDINGS
              C-USA                     Overall          
 W L W    L       
SMU 0 0 8   1          
EAST CAROLINA 0 0 6   1        
TULANE 0 0 7   2         
HOUSTON 0 0 6   2
SOUTHERN MISS 0 0 6   2
MEMPHIS 0 0 5   2
              C-USA                     Overall          
 W L W     L       
UCF 0 0 4    2
TULSA 0 0 5    3          
MARSHALL 0 0 5    4 
UAB 0 0 4    5
UTEP 0 0 2    4
RICE 0 0 2    5
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By TOM ROCK
NEWSDAY (MCT)With the NFL at least consid-ering the idea of eliminating kickoffs, a proposal that com-missioner Roger Goodell mentions in this week's TIME magazine, the Giants and Jets seem to believe that the rules 
are just fine as they are now."I think it's a good part of the game," special teams coach Tom 
Quinn said of kickoffs. "I think kicking off from the 35 has de-
creased the number of injuries. 
We continue to see that trend."Domenik Hixon was a kick-off returner in the past, and also was involved in one of the catastrophic injuries that the 
league is trying to eliminate 
with new rules. In 2007, it was Hixon, then a rookie with the Broncos, who hit Bills tight 
end Kevin Everett on a kickoff. Everett suffered a fracture and dislocation of his cervical spine that his doctors characterized 
as "life-threatening" the day af-
ter the injury, and stated it was 
likely to leave him with perma-
nent neurological impairment. Although he did regain the 
ability to walk, Everett never 
played football again.
"How safe can you really make the game? I guess that's the question that I would have," 
Hixon told Newsday when told 
of the proposal. "Eventually 
you would almost have a flag 
football league. Injuries are go-
ing to happen. They're trying to prevent them, which is obvi-
ously good. But you eliminate 
that, you're going to eliminate a 
lot of jobs, too, for sure."The latest proposal, which 
is in the TIME article, was 
promoted by Bucs coach Greg 
Schiano.From the article: "After a 
touchdown or field goal, instead of kicking off, a team would get 
the ball on its own 30-yard line, 
where it's fourth-and-15. The options are either to go for it 
and try to retain possession, 
or punt. If you go for it and fall short, the opposing team would 
take over with good field posi-
tion. In essence, punts would replace kickoffs, and punts are less susceptible to violent colli-
sions than kickoffs.""That's interesting," Hixon 
conceded. "It definitely becomes 
a different strategy for sure."Jets special teams coordina-tor Mike Westhoff doesn't want 
to see kickoffs eliminated."I like the kickoffs, I just 
believe in them," Westhoff said. "I know the collision part and 
I think that's something you 
have to be careful of. But I think 
if you teach it the right way, it 
can be done properly."Westhoff said he and Mike Pereira, the former NFL vice 
president of officiating who is 
a rules analyst for Fox Sports, wrote a rule proposal last season aimed at eliminating 
blocking in the back by the 
kicking team."The kickoff team can smack 
the blockers in the back. It's le-
gal," Westhoff said. "My thing is when's it ever good to hit some-
body in the back?"Westhoff also said he is in fa-
vor of player safety and would push for certain changes to be 
made, but not necessarily on 
kickoffs. He also said he had not heard about the fourth-and-15 
from your own 30-yard-line 
idea mentioned in the article.Quinn said several NFL spe-cial teams coaches met last spring to discuss different 
ideas to make kickoffs safer. It was around that time that Gi-ants president and CEO John Mara, a member of the Compe-tition Committee, said he could 
see "the day in the future where 
that play could be taken out of 
the game. You see it evolving 
toward that."
Commissioner Goodell considering eliminating kickoffs in NFL
By CEDRIC GOLDEN
AUSTIN AMERICAN-STATESMAN 
(MCT)
Johnny Manziel will make 
history Saturday night when he 
wins the Heisman Trophy.
For the second straight year, a kid from Texas will hoist the 
coveted trophy, and for the first time, a freshman will stand 
as the best player in college 
football.
At least for the first time in 
the eyes of Heisman voters. There was a time when those 
eyes were more trained on 
older players, but I'm hope-ful that Manziel's ascension will change those outdated 
perceptions.Sometimes people get too hung up on the age of football 
players. Darrell Royal famously 
said, "If a dog will bite you 
when it's grown, it will bite you 
as a pup." Manziel did not play like someone without game 
experience. He embraced the obstacle that was his inexperi-
ence, and he did not shy away 
from big challenges.When I consider which 
player should win the Heisman, I look at three areas: numbers, 
impact and the eye test. Man-ziel has the numbers, with an 
SEC-record 4,600 yards of to-
tal offense. His impact can be 
summed up in A&M's 10-2 re-cord and its program-changing upset of defending national champion Alabama, along with the most popular nickname 
in college football. As for the 
eye test, few players leaped off the screen like Manziel did 
this year. It took me back to 
Michael Vick's days at Virginia 
Tech. You just couldn't wait to see what he would do with the 
ball.
Nowhere in my criteria did I 
mention classification, because Manziel shouldn't be labeled or 
restricted by how many snaps 
he's taken in college football. If 
anything, his winning the Heis-
man Trophy would remove the freshman stigma from future 
Heisman campaigns. Herschel 
Walker (1980), Michael Vick 
(1999) and Adrian Peterson 
(2004) turned in tremendous debuts, but all lost to upper-
classmen. The timing couldn't be better, and it's about time a freshman with Manziel's credentials be considered the 
favorite.The freshman argument is 
a silly one, especially in Man-
ziel's case. He's in his second 
year on campus, which would make him a sophomore in 
the classroom. Try this one on for size: Had he entered 
just one game for Ryan Tan-nehill last season and taken just one little snap in mop-up 
duty, he would be classified 
as a sophomore today. So one snap makes that much of a dif-
ference? Actually, it makes no 
difference. Manziel is a talent 
for all ages.The Heisman should be given 
to the best player, not to the 
best upperclassman.
Cedric Golden: It's time for a 
fresh(man) approach for Heisman
Column
By SAM CARCHIDI
THE PHILADELPHIA INQUIRER 
(MCT)About a half hour after Donald Fehr said the labor war between the NHL was almost over, it seemed to get 
bloodier Thursday night.While Fehr, executive di-
rector of the NHL Players' Association, was painting a 
rosy picture during a news 
conference in New York and 
saying the sides had "a com-plete agreement on dollars," the NHLPA was receiving a voice mail from the league, telling it that the union's 
proposal was rejected.
The lockout lives. The 
NHL season stays dark. 
Fact is, the season may be headed toward its death 
if you listen to Gary Bett-man, the NHL's beleaguered 
commissioner.Speaking in a controlled but irate tone, Bettman said all of the NHL's "make 
whole" proposal of $300 mil-
lion _ the money would go 
toward guaranteeing play-ers' contracts _ has come 
"off the table." He added that owners who attended some meetings this week told him 
"the process is over."Bettman spoke after the NHL rejected a proposal 
from the players' union."It comes as a disappoint-
ment, obviously," Fehr said 
during the 82nd night of the 
lockout. "The next move is to talk to the membership and 
figure out what we do from 
there."Bettman said he was "dis-
appointed beyond belief" and that "we'll take a deep 
breath and try to regroup."According to Bettman, the 
union was "shockingly si-lent" when the league upped its "make whole" offer from 
$211 million to $300 million 
on Wednesday."The owners were beside 
themselves," he said. "Some of them, I've never seen so 
emotional. (They) told me 
the process is over."Ten minutes before he was aware of the voice mail 
from NHL deputy commis-
sioner Bill Daly that said the league had rejected the 
players' offer, Fehr said he believed a collective bar-gaining agreement would 
soon be signed.
NHL labor 
talks fall 
apart again
See NHL | Page  5
By IRA WINDERMAN
SUN SENTINEL (MCT)MIAMI — With Carmelo An-
thony sidelined, LeBron James 
had the opportunity to stand 
alone Thursday night.He didn't realize how alone 
he would be.Despite coming within one assist of his second triple-dou-
ble in as many games, James, with little in support, could 
only stand and watch as the 
New York Knicks put together an over-the-top barrage of 
three-pointers to move to 2-0 this season against the Miami 
Heat with a 112-92 victory at 
AmericanAirlines Arena.
The loss was the Heat's first of the season at AmericanAirlines Arena after a franchise-record 
8-0 start at home and came 
despite 31 points, 10 rebounds 
and nine assists from James.
The problem was it came with Heat center Chris Bosh 
shooting 3 of 12 and Heat guard 
Dwyane Wade 3 of 13.And with the Knicks shooting 18 of 44 on 3-pointers, includ-ing 8 of 13 in the third quarter, 
when they went from a half-time tie to an 18-point lead in 
the period.
With Raymond Felton scor-
ing 27 points and four Knicks converting multiple 3-point-ers, the Knicks strengthened their hold on the top spot in the Eastern Conference, as the Heat continued their meander 
through the first six weeks of 
the season.,The Knicks jumped the Heat with a 3-pointer from Jason Kidd and a pair from Felton to 
move to a 64-55 lead early in the third quarter, after neither 
team led by more than six in 
the first half.The Knicks, converting those eight 3-pointers in the third, 
the most by any team in any pe-riod this season, pushed their lead to 18 in the third quarter before the Heat closed within 
90-80 going into the fourth, 
with James with 27 points, nine assists, nine rebounds and pre-
cious little support at that stage.
Coming off Tuesday loss in Washington to the league-worst Wizards, it was the Heat who were expected to be 
dealing with injury concerns. Instead, it was the Knicks who 
played shorthanded.Despite ailments limiting the Heat's Udonis Haslem, Ma-rio Chalmers, Norris Cole and Shane Battier, all four were in 
uniform and in the rotation.
The Knicks, however, were 
without Anthony, who lac-
erated a finger on his left, 
non-shooting, hand during the waning seconds of Wednes-
day's victory in Charlotte.
Knicks' three-pointers overwhelm LeBron and Heat
ROBERT DUYOS/SUN SENTINEL |MCT
The Miami Heat's Chris Bosh appears angry as he and teammates head 
to the bench for a timeout during the game against the New York Knicks 
at American Airlines Arena in Miami, Thursday. See KNICKS | Page  5
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ONLINE POLLS
70% - 17 votes           
29% - 7 votes
Do you think the Thundering Herd 
men’s basketball team will fare 
better or worse in Conference USA 
this season?
n Better              
n Worse
Editorial 
Column
Column
How do you study for finals?
n Short bursts over time
n Cram session at the end
n What is studying?
By GABRIEL STOFFA
IOWA STATE DAILY, IOWA STATE U. VIA UWIREBreaking news here folks! A recent study discovered that sex/making love is the most pleasurable, meaningful, engag-ing and happy thing for people.But seriously, a study at U. Canterbury joined the small but meaningful ranks of researchers attempting to track and measure the happiness and well-being of relationships in day-to-day life.The areas of distinction paint an interesting picture of what a “full life” could be described as. Granted, the means of gath-ering results — achieved through text-messaging — might not seem like the most reliable of methods, but hey, this is the new millennium, and our robot phones are almost an exten-sion of our bodies.Drinking alcohol/partying came in second in the “pleasure” 
category, but only 10th in “meaning,” while still hitting fifth in “engagement” and second in “happiness.” Again, not a big surprise given that drinking alcohol/partying tends to lead to sex/making love.There are oodles of fun activities, or not so fun activities, to peruse at leisure, but when the fun of that has dwindled, take a moment to look at what all of this might mean.Could this be a fair representation of the times? There are, 
of course, outliers to the generalizations of folks finding sex to be the pinnacle of happiness, but despite the comical obvious-ness, the sex result along with the other rankings could really tell us a lot about how to operate in life.Think about the results of the study in terms of marketing. Such information makes the crafting of commercials or other gimmicks to get a person to buy something a far cry easier if it is agreed upon that making a person happy will sell more things.And political campaigning or policy formation gets a nice leg up as well. With information measuring and tracking how to achieve a “full life,” issues can be tailored or addressed with 
specifications that otherwise might have been cast aside in favor of those wacky “traditional” notions a lot of older gen-erations subscribed to.Not that traditional views of “full life” are not worthwhile, but that the current 35-and-under crowd, the “younger” generations, might really be serious when they say to their parents — as spoken by “da Dawson” himself, James Van Der Beek, in “Varsity Blues” — “But I don’t want your life.”The applications could do some good with assessing psy-chological hurdles challenging some, or cause restructuring of jobs to account for what makes people happier, and hence more productive. Who knows how far you can stretch the in-formation for application?Research that examines what people really want also opens the door to potentially kicking in certain taboos in talking points. There are still some folks uncomfortable with certain topics — sex for example — and as such avoid learning about 
aspects for what could very likely be the most fulfilling thing in their lives.There will be people arguing that the results don’t represent them, or that will deny the “validity” of some of the rankings, but that’s opinions for ya. Everybody has to be special, or have some distinction. Meh.The reality remains: The results do seem to be a reasonable assessment of folks. Well, of the younger generations at least, as we tend to have this whole “new” outlook on life due to our global village upbringings; that and our adoration of sharing every detail of our lives, compared to the less “out there for all” outlook of many previous generations.
Sex ranks in a fulfilling life
By DOYLE MCMANUS
LOS ANGELES TIMES (MCT)
Are we about to go over a fis-cal cliff? It’s looking more likely, but it may not be as alarming as it sounds.Here are three things you need to know about the im-pending crisis over the 
so-called fiscal cliff, the com-bination of tax increases and automatic spending cuts due to kick in at the turn of the year:First, it’s not really a cliff; it’s merely a steep, scary slope. If Congress doesn’t act, federal taxes will increase by more than $500 billion next year and federal spending will be cut by about $200 billion. The impact would be equivalent to subtracting about 4% of gross domestic product, enough to push the economy into recession.But that’s not going to hap-pen — at least, not abruptly. The tax increases scheduled 
for the first of the year can be delayed either by a stopgap act of Congress or by a stroke of Timothy F. Geithner’s pen. (The Treasury secretary can simply postpone any change in tax withholding until a deal is made.) Spending cuts can be slowed down as well. So if Congress fails to make a deal by Christmas, that doesn’t mean the economy automatically tips into a recession.Congress knows that, which is why almost nobody in Washington expects a compre-hensive agreement on taxes and spending to be concluded in the next two weeks. When 
have we ever seen Congress make a deal before its back was against the wall?That’s why President Obama called for a stopgap bill — “a down payment” — in an inter-view Tuesday with Bloomberg Television.In Washington, an optimist is someone who thinks Con-
gress will find an orderly way to postpone real negotiations until January. A pessimist is someone who agrees that the negotiations will be postponed, but in a chaotic way that sets off 
panic in the financial markets. And a realist is someone who thinks a little panic is needed to give each side an excuse to 
compromise on deeply felt fis-cal principles.Second fact: The Democrats have the upper hand. They just won a presidential election, plus two additional seats in the Sen-ate, plus a handful of seats in the House. The issue of tax rates was the clearest choice presented to the voters, and most of them fa-vored Obama’s plan to raise tax rates on the wealthy.House Speaker John A. Boehner, R-Ohio, and his col-leagues dismissed the outcome as “a status quo election” in their letter to Obama on Mon-day, but that was whistling past the graveyard. A Pew Re-search/Washington Post poll released Tuesday found that a solid majority of Americans say they will blame Republicans if an agreement is not reached.“The testosterone levels on the Republican side are dramatically lower” than 
before the election, said Charlie Cook, Washington’s preeminent analyst of congres-sional anthropology.Some Republicans are reluc-tantly admitting that they will have to accept higher tax rates on upper-income households as the price of even a stopgap deal. But the proposition di-vides the party deeply because it requires a break from the doctrine of ever-lower taxes 
that has defined the GOP for 20 years or more.Needless to say, Democrats have been enjoying the spectacle of Republican disunity. Obama insists the increase in tax rates is “a matter of math,” but his tough line is also serving a political purpose, driving a wedge into the ranks of his opponents.So far, Democrats have man-aged to duck tough decisions on how much to cut from Medicare, Medicaid and Social Security. Their day of reckoning will come, but probably not un-til next year.Third fact: It may not be ap-parent, but progress is being made.When Obama issued his ini-tial proposal last week for $1.6 trillion in tax increases, $350 billion in health-care spend-ing cuts and $50 billion in new stimulus spending over 10 years, Boehner dismissed it as “non-serious.” He was right, in the sense that Obama didn’t 
take a significant step toward the middle; it was merely an opening bid.Boehner’s counterproposal Monday was equally unserious. 
The Republicans proposed that federal revenue should rise by $800 billion, half of Obama’s 
figure, but without raising tax rates. They also proposed spending cuts twice as big as Obama’s. In short, it was an-other opening bid.But it was signed by the leaders of the GOP’s conserva-tive faction, Reps. Eric Cantor, R-Va., and Paul D. Ryan, R-Wis. In 2011, when Boehner tried to cut a deal with Obama that would have included $800 bil-lion in new revenue, Cantor and Ryan never clearly signed on.With the ball back in Obama’s court, the president offered on Tuesday to meet somewhere in the middle, just as long as Republicans agree to some in-crease in tax rates.“I recognize that I’m not go-ing to get 100 percent,” Obama said in his Bloomberg inter-
view. “I’m happy to be flexible.”He was asked whether he would insist on the top tax rate returning to the Clinton-era level of 39.6 percent, and carefully ducked the question — meaning, no. He agreed that Republicans are right to insist 
on specific cuts in spending on Medicare and Medicaid, not just vague promises of future cuts. And he left the door open to raising the Medicare eligibil-ity age from 65 to 67, which is anathema to many liberals.This is not the outline of a deal — not yet. But as Erskine Bowles, the author of another compromise plan, said this week, “Every offer put forward brings us closer to a deal.”
Guide to the ‘fiscal cliff’
Let us take a moment to give a big shout out to Washington state for not continuing the trend of religious arrogance and making it so people who love each other can be legally married regardless of gender. The law went into effect Thursday at 12:01 a.m., but with the state’s three-day waiting period the earliest weddings can take place is Sunday. And after hundreds of same-sex couples picking up their mar-riage licenses, we can assume Sunday will be a busy day for courthouses across the state. 
While this is a huge cause to celebrate, it is difficult to not take a second to think it is utterly ridiculous we live in a society in which this is not already a naturally recognized right. Being able to bond legally with the person you love should not be determined based on the gender of those involved. Religion has no place in government – period. 
It is fine if a person does not believe in same-sex marriage, but the fact our country has made, and continues to support legislation 
making it illegal is plain wrong. It is idiotic to enforce religious beliefs through law. Completely idiotic. If churches want to bar same-sex couples from being married within the walls – that is one thing. But for our government not to allow them to be married within courthouses is un-American. America is based on tolerance and understanding – well at least that is what we would like to believe. Fortunately Washington, along with Maine, Maryland, New York, Connecticut, Iowa, Massachusetts, New Hampshire, Vermont and 
the District of Columbia have started the fight against big govern-ment telling us who we can and cannot love. And before you think this is some crazy liberal conspiracy – the law in Washington passed by popular vote. The majority of the people decided to step up and be human beings. Good for them. Now if the rest of the country could stop forcing people to follow their religious beliefs against their will. 
Same-sex marriage now legal in Washington
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more than 20 years. He said Dead Week is based on a simi-lar tradition in English schools called “Reading Week,” a time period that allows students to catch up on papers and read-
ings before final exams.Dennison stressed that the idea of Dead Week is not for the week to be completely “dead” of any academic ac-tivity. In fact, he said it is possible for Dead Week to be a very busy time for students.“A student might have the misfortune of having four classes, and all four classes having a paper due during Dead Week,” Dennison said. “Providing they were in the syllabus, that student would perceive Dead Week as very stressful.”Hensley said some institu-tions have a “more elaborate” Dead Week in which classes are cancelled for the week 
leading up to final exams. He said Marshall has never done that and he does not think that would be the best solution.“I think the concept of Dead 
Week where you have a break in new material and you hope to consolidate all that and pre-
pare for final exams… that’s the ideal world,” Hensley said. “The real world is something 
different. The truth is you’re trying to catch up.“The reality is in the real world, when you go out to a job, you will have similar dates, whether it be quarterly, annually or semi-annually, where you have to really pre-pare and do an important presentation or have impor-tant research done or have an important assignment done, 
so the schedule we’re on here with peaks and valleys is re-ally the same way the real world works also,” Hensley said.Dennison said to his knowl-edge, there have not been any major complaints or actions taken against professors for breaking Dead Week poli-cies. Students who believe an instructor is in violation of Dead Week policy can report the infraction to the appropri-ate department chair.
Marcus Constantino can 
be contacted at constan-
tino2@marshall.edu.
Dead Week
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To that end, the report com-mittee laid out four options for 
getting NASA’s goals in line with its resources. It acknowledged that the most appealing plan — getting more money from Congress — was “unlikely given the current outlook for the fed-eral budget.” Other possibilities include relying more on partner-ships with other countries and private companies; undertak-ing an “aggressive restructuring program” that eliminates jobs and facilities; or giving up one of its main focus areas, such as the astronaut program or its studies of deep space.
The report’s authors did not weigh in on which course NASA should choose. But they em-phasized that Congress and the 
White House couldn’t afford to ignore an uncomfortable 
truth: “NASA’s distribution of resources may be out of sync with what it can achieve rela-tive to what it has been asked to do.”Close watchers of the space agency said the report summa-
rized NASA’s predicament well.“I thought it was rather grim reading, but accurate,” said Scott Pace, director of the Space Policy Institute at George Washington University who worked at NASA during the George W. Bush administration.
The report comes a year after the retiring of the space shuttle 
fleet, leaving the agency with 
no clear agenda for its flagship 
human spaceflight division. The current objectives — to send astronauts to an asteroid by 2025 and a manned mission to Mars in the 2030s — have 
been criticized by some experts as risky and remote possibili-ties. Even within NASA, there is no widespread consensus that these goals make sense, the re-port said.In preparing their report, the committee members visited 
NASA’s 10 field centers around the country. They also ran an online survey that drew nearly 800 responses.
What they found was little interest in a manned asteroid mission, either inside or outside the agency, Carnesale said.And in spite of President 
Barack Obama’s call for a manned mission to Mars in 
the next 20 to 30 years, there’s more of an international ap-petite for revisiting the moon, Pace said.That opinion will matter a great deal if the agency chooses to reduce its costs by forging more international partner-ships. Gone are the Cold War 
days when NASA was flush and the United States could set its 
own agenda without significant input from foreign partners, the report pointed out.
NASA
Continued from Page 1
Strader said the work was inspired by their move to West Virginia.“The pieces that were ac-cepted into the show were part of a larger body of work that was conceptually derived 
from our experience in mov-ing to West Virginia and the adjustments we've made to settle here,” Strader said.  “We made work about the land-scape abstracted, and the coal 
that runs through the veins of the mountains.”Strader said they are cur-rently working on a functional line of work for their studio, GeoCorpus.The show will remain at the Parkersburg Art Center, located at 725 Market St. Parkersburg, W. Va., through 
Dec. 31, when it will be 
moved to an exhibition in Wheeling.
Sarah Smith can be con-
tacted at smith1682@
marshall.edu.
Show
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“What really drew me to the event was that there was a lot of the specialties in one room,” Hussain said. “You could go from table to table from sur-gery to neurology to OBG-YN and be able to talk to the doctors and ask them the ques-tions that medical students 
don’t necessarily have the an-swers to because they are in 
the fields, they know what it’s like.”
Hussain also said the event was a good opportunity to learn about how a specialty 
field can effect the doctors per-sonal lives.
“You get to find out about their home life, family life, how they can create their own 
schedule, felxibilty and all those things,” Hussain said. “It was nice to get an insider per-
spective on the field.”
Anna Clarke, first year Mar-shall medical student, said the event was very helpful with giving her insight on a variety 
of fields she did not know a lot about.
“I’m just a first year so I’m not 
really sure what I’m going to go into,” Clarke said. “I felt like it was helpful because there were specialties that I just had kind of an inkling towards but now I know a little more about that so it was great.”Clarke also said attending the event provided a great op-portunity to meet physicians and build relationships for the future.
“I definitely felt like it was 
very helpful,” Clarke said. “Meeting different physicians and sort of putting in the face time so when I meet them in the future we might have more of a relationship.”
Hussain said first year medical students are always swamped with the academics of medicine and the event of-fered a great opportunity to actually see what all of the spe-cialties available to them are. 
Ashley Killingsworth can 
be contacted at ashley.kill-
ingsworth@marshall.edu.
Event
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Marshall student affected by Superstorm Sandy
By JOSHUA PRINCE
THE PARTHENONSuperstorm Sandy, known as the perfect storm, affected the eastern seaboard with tor-
rential flooding, high wind and even brought snow in the Appalachian Mountains just before Halloween.Many Marshall students are from West Virginia and were not affected by Superstorm Sandy, but Samantha Arminio, Alpha Xi Delta, was impacted by the storm. Arminio grew up in New Jersey on the Jersey Shore and never thought she could be affected by a hurri-cane. The Jersey Shore, seen on the MTV reality television “Jersey Shore,” suffered severe damage during the storm.She does not want people to focus on the reality show, but to focus on the reality that people lost everything they owned.As the storm approached the New Jersey coast, it forced Governor Chris Christie to implement mandatory evacu-ations for coastal residents. Arminio was nestled in the mountains of Huntington, out 
of harm’s way as the storm ap-proached her hometown. She was left helpless as the hurri-cane ravaged her town.Huntington and the Mar-shall community was spared from the storm by only receiv-ing a light accumulation of snow. Huntington which nor-mally does not see snow before Halloween had Huntington res-idents and students surprised.Arminio and her sorority sis-ters set up donation tables to help raise money for her com-munity. Arminio said she is very lucky because her house did not suffer damage from the 
hurricane and she is blessed that her family is OK.“My community, people that I have grown up with, the area that I have grown up in is com-pletely destroyed,” Arminio said.She said it very hard for peo-ple to relate what she is feeling, living three minutes away from the boardwalk, the beach and the rides that are no longer there, it is unbelievable that it is gone.“When I saw the boardwalk destroyed, the beaches de-stroyed, immediately I thought back to me being a little girl running on the sand with my 
mom and dad. This are just memories built up over a long period of time,” Arminio said.The famous roller coaster on the shore is now in the ocean. 
Arminio’s mother rode the roller coaster as a child, and so did Sam. Sam said it is not just a roller coaster but memories and a symbol of her childhood.Arminio is raising money because people of her home-town lost everything. They do not have food or clothing. Many people she knew lived in shore houses along the coast and now live in their cars.“Nothing like this has ever happened to the Jersey Shore, 
everything is a positive atmo-sphere. Many of the traditions that belong to the shore are now gone,” Arminio said.Arminio returned home for Thanksgiving break but real-ized that she was restricted to go across the bridge to the shore. She spends a lot of time with family and friends on the shore but this year she did not know what to do. This is her life and it is destroyed, it is affect-ing her and people around her.
Arminio’s mother did a lot of volunteering for relief and when she saw her mother, she wanted to make an impact at Marshall. Arminio started on a small scale by passing a jar around at her sorority house. When she saw her sisters putting ten-dollar bills in the jar it opened her eyes to realize that she can do more.Sam raised $70 from her so-rority in just one night. Sam and her sorority sisters set up a donation table in the Memorial Student Center and raised $250 in one week.“My sorority supports me so much by doing this. We are all family and when they see one of us struggling we all struggle to-gether,” Arminio said. “I know that it is a small difference but I know that it is making a difference.”Arminio is certain the shore will be reconstructed but the question is will it be the same as before it was destroyed.
Joshua Prince can be 
contacted at prince37@mar-
shall.edu.
Marshall University student, 
Samantha Arminio, grew up in 
New Jersey and seeks to help her 
community. 
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Bettman later called that view "almost incomprehensible" and 
that it's "not the first time (Fehr) said we're close when we weren't." 
He added that the last time Fehr said the sides were close, "we were a billion dollars apart."
The NHL wants a 10-year CBA that includes a "escape clause" after eight years, while the players' union has pro-posed an eight-year deal, with 
an "opt out" after six years.Another major issue: The 
maximum length of players' contracts and salary variability from year to year. The owners 
want a five-year maximum limit on player contracts, with a daily 
increase capped at five percent; 
the players have proposed an 
eight-year contract maximum, with higher increases.Thursday's meeting lasted about an hour, and it included 
16 players, Fehr and his brother, Steve, who is special counsel to the NHLPA; Daly; and NHL at-torney Bob Batterman.Winnipeg defenseman Ron Hainsey said the NHL told play-ers on Wednesday that bringing 
Donald Fehr back into the room was potentially "a deal-breaker."Bettman, who said the NHL has no interest in bringing the mediators back into ne-gotiations, said there was "no magic date" for when the sea-son would have to be canceled if a CBA isn't in place. He said anything less than a 48-game season would not work.
NHL
Continued from Page 3 Anthony warmed up before the game before retreating to the locker room.While the Heat were whole, coach Erik Spoelstra changed his rotation. After starting Rashard Lewis in place of Bat-tier the previous two games, Spoelstra this time started Haslem at power forward.Haslem responded by 
shooting 5 of 5 in the first half, which ended tied 53-53. It 
was Haslem's first double-fig-
ure first half in two seasons.It appeared the Heat would take a two-point lead into the break, but a shot by James off 
an inbounds pass with six-tenths of a second remaining 
in the second quarter was ruled, upon video review, to have come after the buzzer.James carried the Heat in 
the first half, with 18 points, 
seven assists and five re-bounds. All the while, Wade 
was 2 of 8 from the field in the 
first half, Bosh 1 of 8.The Knicks, who returned Kidd to their starting lineup and moved Ronnie Brewer to small forward in place of An-
thony, trailed 26-22 at the end 
of the first quarter.The teams entered with the top two records in the Eastern Conference, with the Heat having lost by 20 points in New York in their road opener and the Knicks' sea-son opener, the Heat's worst loss of the season.
Knicks
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The Parthenon is seeking talented and 
motivated photographers to join our 
photography staff for the spring semester. 
Those interested in having their work 
showcased in an award-winning 
publication can apply by taking an 
application located outside The Parthenon 
newsroom (Communications Building 109) 
and sumbitting it along with a bound 
portfolio. 
Additional information can be found on 
the application. 
Calling Marshall photographers
